SecurePIM Enterprise

Mobile working –
simple and secure
Dependable protection for your company data

Working and communicating with smartphones and tablets has
become standard at most companies. When it comes to data
security and protection, however, many companies are lagging
well behind the standard. At great risk to their business – especially when dealing with sensitive personal data, corporate secrets
or critical infrastructure. To allow employees to work productively
from any location, they require an application that is highly secure
and user friendly in equal measure.

All safe and secure in one app with
SecurePIM Enterprise

The highest levels of security and an intuitive, mobile working
environment – SecurePIM Enterprise fulfils both requirements.
Your employees are able to access emails, contacts, calendar,
messenger, internet pages and documents – conveniently and in
compliance with GDPR – no matter where they are located. At the
same time, personal information is as effectively safeguarded
against unauthorized access when working mobile as your
corporate secrets are. And the managers responsible for making
IT decisions? They receive a lean, easy to administrate, cost-saving solution – and the peace of mind that they have done
everything right.

Business and private data on the same phone

Great news for those who like to keep it simple: SecurePIM
Enterprise is always the right choice. It facilitates mobile working
on a business smartphone or tablet which is also used for private
purposes (COPE). Employees can also enjoy the same level of
protection working mobile on their private devices (BYOD). The
container technology utilized by the communication solution
ensures a strict separation of company and private data.

The benefits of SecurePIM
Enterprise
Practical for your teams
+ Easy, secure communication and access to
company data from any location
+ Increased satisfaction through productive
mobile working
+ One solution for all needs: suitable for both
COPE and BYOD use scenarios
+ Secure and convenient team communication via
messenger
Reduces the workload of your IT department
+ Fast implementation with minimal project efforts
and expenses
+ Available in on-premises or cloud versions
+ Easy to configure and roll out in your infrastructure
+ Flexible operation with & without mobile device
management (MDM)
+ GDPR compliant out of the box
Peace of mind for your compliance officers
+ Separation of company & private data by way of
container technology
+ Encryption of corporate information on the
device & during transfer
+ Avoiding high financial penalties thanks to GDPR
compliant solution

Everything
secure in
one app.
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Full control over access to company data

The SecurePIM solution provides for controlled access to company data to safeguard your value-generating information. The
solution also employs the required data encryption, to dispel
concerns about negative privacy audits and GDPR fines. Especially for companies which need to display the relevant certificates,
this provides significant relief with regard to resources. All this
without requiring a VPN infrastructure and profile on the end
device. It could hardly be more convenient and secure.

With or without MDM, always budget-friendly
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As a rule, flexibility in the administration of devices is costly for
companies. The exception to this is SecurePIM Enterprise: The
solution goes easy on your IT budget. You can completely forego
mobile device management or continue to work with your
existing service. Either way, you save valuable resources which
can be deployed more usefully in other ways. And as SecurePIM
runs both on iOS and Android devices, no additional modules,
costs or efforts are required for administration.

dialogue: With the optional SecurePIM Messenger,
you can also integrate text and speech messages,
audio and video telephony as well as many other
messenger functions into the SecurePIM container.
This ensures that all your corporate information
remains secure.

More compatibility, lower operating costs

+ Cross-platform and device-independent for iOS
and Android

+ Supports Microsoft® Exchange & HCL Domino
Traveler via ActiveSync as well as Office 365 and
Intune
+ Data access via WebDAV
+ Synchronization with Active Directory or LDAP
Professional protection with SecurePIM security
+ Hybrid encryption with RSA-4096 and AES-256
+ Communication via TLS
+ Full S/MIME support

Protected internal team communication
with the integrated messenger

Productive on the go: SecurePIM App module
+ Mail
+ Team Mails
+ Contacts
+ Calendar
+ Create, edit and save Office documents securely
+ Browser ensures secure access to internet and
intranet
+ Camera with secure storage within the app
+ Tasks and notes in Exchange & Office365
+ Messenger as optional module
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If you would like to enable a highly secure, GDPR-compliant
working environment from any location for your company, it
would be our pleasure to talk to you about SecurePIM Enterprise.

Prevent your employees from using data-hungry free messaging
services such as Whatsapp for business communication ¬¬– offer
them a secure alternative. With SecurePIM’s integrated messenger you ensure a GDPR-compliant, end-to-end encrypted
exchange of information. No matter whether in groups or

